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PREFACE

This Book Shorthand (English) for Class XII is based on Pitman
Shorthand system which is a phonetic system. Stenography is known as
‘Twin Art’ since it is unique combination of Shorthand and Typewriting.
Shorthand outlines for words are strictly written according to the sound
or pronunciation and not according to the English spellings. In English
language there are a good number of words where the pronunciation is
the same but the spellings and usage are quite different. For example
we have two words ‘Sun and Son’ where pronunciation is the same but
the usage different. The Shorthand outlines for these two words will be
same but the typed. Similarly, there are several such words in English
Language where some of the alphabets are not pronounced or are
pronounced differently e.g ‘Psychology’, ‘Chemistry’, and School’ etc.
So the shorthand outlines of these words will be written according to
their pronunciation and not according to their spellings. But while
transcribing these words, the correct spellings are to be typed.
Stenography is a job- oriented course. It provides jobs to millions of boys
and girls both in the Public as well as in the Private Sector. Thus,
Stenography is indispensable in Business, Profession, Vocation and
Administration wherever it is desirable to have a quick and neat record
of the Typewriter or Computer. Though Stenography is an independent
discipline, its theory is generally not taught to the learners. The Central
Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) has tried to provide this theorybased Book to the students of Class XII. Both the theory and practical
components have been incorporated in this Book.
It is hoped that both the teachers and the taught will find it easier to
teach and to learn with the help of this Book. Suggestions or feedback
are solicited from the teachers and readers for the improvement of this
Book.
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UNIT 6
DICTATION PASSAGES AND THEIR TRANSCRIPTION
6.1

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important tasks for Shorthand writer, after learning the theory is to take
down dictation and to transcribe the same on Computer. The dictation is given at a particular
speed e.g. at the speed of 50 words per minute or at the speed of 80 words per minute
(w.p.m.) and so on. The matter to be dictated in one minute is divided into four parts, each
part to be dictated within fifteen seconds in order to measure the speed per minute. These
parts are indicated by slashes which are not dictated. These slashes are meant only for the
person who has to dictate the matter. On every fourth slash, the time is indicated within
brackets e.g. (1) which means that this matter, from first slash to the figure given within
brackets, has been dictated or is to be dictated in one minute. The speed per minute is
measured like this. Similarly the whole passage is marked by slashes and the number of
minutes. The time for transcription is also prescribed accordingly.
You will have to do lot of practice of taking dictation of Seen and Unseen Passages and
transcribing the same on the Computer. For doing practice of taking dictation, some Seen
Passages of different speeds have been given in the following pages. You will have to take
dictation of these passages and transcribe the same on Computer. Practice of these passages
will be helpful in improving your speed in dictation and transcription. In your Annual
Practical Examinations, you will be given dictation of an Unseen Passage of 400 words. For
practice of taking dictation of Unseen Passages, a list of Shorthand Magazines published by
various Publishers has been given at the end of this Book under the List of Recommended
Books. These books are easily available in the market.
The techniques of Note Taking and Transcription have already been taught to you in Class XI
and you will have to take into consideration the guidelines suggested for this purpose before
you start the practice of taking dictations and their transcription.

6.2

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this Unit, you will be able to:
-

Define transcription;
Identify the precautions you have to take at the time of transcription;
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-

Acquire necessary knowledge to become an efficient and accurate shorthand
writer;

-

6.3

Take down dictation of exercises and transcribe the same on Computer.

MEANING

The method of converting or translating the matter written in shorthand to the language
concerned (English/Hindi etc.) is known as transcription. The most accurate and beautiful
page of shorthand is lifeless until it is transcribed. The shorthand is written to be read, and
usually to be turned into some form of typewritten document. It is important that the reading
and transcribing of shorthand should begin in the initial stage. The transcription should be
typed on your computer rather than handwritten.

PRECAUTIONS
One should take the following precautions at the time of doing transcription:


Before start doing transcription work, the matter written in shorthand should be read
once or twice in order to understand the contents and subject matter of the matter
dictated. There are two methods of reading the matter before transcription. One is to
read the whole dictated matter before transcription and the other is to read 3-4 words
at a time before typewriting and go on repeating the process till the whole matter is
transcribed.



After transcribing the whole matter, it should be read back for accuracy. In case any
mistake is detected during the reading time, the same should be rectified before giving
the print command.



After each page of the matter/shorthand notes is transcribed, a cancellation line should
be drawn through it. This is an important safeguard against the possible omission or
repetition of some part of the work.



6.4

The shorthand notes should be stored for future reference.

REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.

What do you mean by Transcription?

2.

What precautions will you take at the time of transcribing from shorthand notes?

Some Passages of different speeds such as ‘Dictation Passage at the speed of 40/60/80/100
words per minute’ are given below:
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DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 1
(SPEED 40 w.p.m.)

The performer who performed at the theatre gave a very / satisfactory and uniform
performance.

His uniformity has been universally acknowledged.

/The inconvenience

caused to the executor and the executrix is / governed by identical magnetism.

The

metropolitan cities are very expensive (1) for the rate-payer if he is not familiar with/ its
falsification.

However, whenever he may come or whatever he / may do requires

familiarisation together with intelligence. It is his / misfortune that either he had to mortgage
or had actually (2) mortgaged his property in November last year. To enlarge the / sphere of
denominational institutions, especially inspected for the purpose of / proportionate
distribution of wealth, individually or otherwise, is probably a / step in the right direction.
Therefore, to familiarise ourselves with (3) the imperturbable working of incandescent lights,
we require good practice.
(130 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 2
(SPEED 40 w.p.m.)

It is surprising that the Manager of the Bank has / not figured anywhere in the whole
case. To my mind, / the main responsibility rests with the Manager of the Bank. / He holds
the keys of the strong room and it (1) is he who has released the entire amount.

What has /

this gentleman to say about this matter? Has any action / been taken against him?

Has he

been asked to submit / any report in this regard? The Manager is primarily responsible (2)
for the transactions in the bank. He holds the key / to the strong room and it is he who must /
say something to clear our doubt. It is also clear / from one of the employees what he has
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said to (3) the police that he got a telephonic message at midnight / about this robbery. If that
is so, it is clear / that this amount was not in the second withdrawal and/ if it was done in the
second withdrawal, there must (4) have been additional justification for the withdrawal of
this huge / amount from the bank, a justification convincing enough for the / withdrawal of a
huge amount of this kind.
(188 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 3
(SPEED 40 w.p.m.)

Notwithstanding his representation, mathematicians of the universe unanimously
decided to / represent against the recoverable theories of such republican practices
whereinsoever / it is irremovable. He had to subscribe substantial subscriptions sufficient /
for the purpose. He relinquished his personal responsibility for something (1) which was
considered inconsiderate by his sympathetic and practiced speaker / who extinguished all
prejudice in him. The proposal of the / parliamentary committee is questionably far from
practicable. Whenever it was / cross-examined, it gave circumstantial account concerning its
deficiency to (2) organize manufacture of incandescent lights. He requires foreign exchange
with / sensibility, and howsoever his perpendicular style may be, he needs / reform and
proficiency. The electrical executive engineer can repair all / defective appliances efficiently
and independently and he is very enthusiastic. (3)
(120 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 4
(SPEED 40 w.p.m.)

Please be kind enough to supply the items on the / attached list as soon as
possible. At the present moment / there is an active demand for them, and we
hope / that we can count on having them within three days. (1) If you find that
you cannot supply them within that / time, please inform us by return of post.
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Please note / that the exact items specified are to be supplied. If / you are out of
stock of any of the items, (2) do not supply different articles. Anything that is
not exactly / as specified should be returned. Sir, this firm gave us / excellent
references, so we think we should extend the time / for payment of the balance
due on their account immediately.(3)
(120 words)
DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 5
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
We have come to know that you are considering the purchase of a few motor-cars /
and vans for your organization. We would like to bring to your notice that / we are the agents
for the well-known models ofcars and vans. Trial runs / can be given on any of these
vehicles, free of charge at any time convenient (1)to you. At the same time we wish to point
out the advantages which you can / get if you purchaseyour requirements from a large firm
like ours. In the first / place the drivers under your employment will be taught to drive and
instructed in the /general mechanism of the vehicles entirely free of charge. Secondly as we
have a big (2) workshop also and you will get the benefit of your experience in keeping the
cars/ and vans in good running condition.

Thirdly we give you free delivery at your

premises/ and we also give the special attention of ourstaff to such of the customers / who
make their purchases through us. We would also be giving a discount of 5% (3) on all
purchases.
(183 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 6
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
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Mr. Chairman Sir, I am grateful to the Hon. Members who participated in the budget /
debate. I am all themore grateful to the Hon. Members who took a critical / attitude on the
budget because I do realize we faced with a complex and very / difficult situation. There are
no clear answers to many of the questions. There are no (1) simple solutions. Therefore, I do
realize that there would be alternative approaches to this situation/ and therefore, when Hon.
Member made points which were not in conformity with the budget,/ it is not as if they had
no relevance at all or no validity at/ all. But I can assure the Hon. Members that it is not just
without any (2) discussion whatsoever or detailed study whatsoever that I have formulated
the budget.
(132 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 7
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
There is transport by rail or you may say railways. Although the carriage of goods / by road
has increased at a faster rate during the recent years, many goods are / still carried for long
distances by the railways. No doubt, in every country road transport / is very common and
also very fast but for transportation of goods to far off (1) places, the road transports is
slightly costly and as such some people prefer transport by / rail. In this country the railway
system was considered to be of such basic importance / to the economy that it was taken over
by the Government. There are no private / railway companies in the country but in some
foreign countries such railway companies still exist. (2) In the opinion of many people there
should be proper division of the business between / the railway and the road transport
companies. Some people even express their view that the / big road transport companies
should be made in to a public company or should come / under the control of the State
Government or any such body formed by the Government. (3)
(180 words)
DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 8
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
If it is not very inconvenient for you, may I call on you to demonstrate/ in a
preliminary way how you can advertise in the most distinguished publication in the/
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universe? Advertising is an indispensable and should not be neglected at all in business these
/ days. According to my instructions I am to call on you by appointment. I am (1) at your
pleasure and if it is satisfactory to you I will call at once. / I am informed that one of my
friends owes you several hundred rupees. I thought / he had reformed and had distinguished
himself in the legislature but I see that he / had mortgaged and neglected all that he owes.
What is to become of him, I (2) cannot tell, except that if he wishes to reform I will do all I
can / for him in this respect. Tell him when you see him next that I wish / to speak to him on
the subject and wish to help him overcome the difficulties / he is facing in this organization.
What is your opinion? Do not hesitate to tell (3) me the truth so that we could make proposal
to take you out of the / situation.
(196 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 9
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
My dear friends, during the last three years, I met many of you, both in / the Civil and
Defence Services of this country, I have addressed you, discussed many matters / with you
and worked in close touch with some of you. If I had my / way, I would have liked to meet
many more of you so that we might (1) know each other better; for we are workers in the
common cause and much depends / upon the degree of our mutual understanding. I know
that many have praised you greatly/ and many have sometimes unfairly criticised you. That
was natural in the circumstances and it/ is possible to find most of us room for praise and
room for criticism. Most (2) of you have had to adopt yourselves to new conditions of work
within a short / period of time. I want to tell you that in the three years I have / known you, I
have found you as whole, loyal servants of the country. I / have appreciated the way you
have adopted yourselves to new conditions. Most of you have (3) had to work much better
than before because the situation demanded hard work; you have / applied yourselves to this
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work with good-will and a desire to serve this country / of ours which has at last achieved its
freedom.
Those of you who are in / the Defence Services have had to face many trials and have
stood a hard test (4) successfully. You have thereby gained something even more and that is
self-confidence and faith / in yourselves and your cause. Not only the men of the Defence
Services but all / of us, whatever the capacity we have worked in, have stood the test of our /
faith and capacity during this early period of our freedom. Just at the moment when (5) all
our services as well as much else in the country had been split up, / difficulties faced us all
bringing death and sufferings to many human beings. While facing them / we set about rebuilding the structure that had been partly damaged. Let us not / praise ourselves for what we
did, for so much remains undone. But let us at (6) least recognise our achievements, for they
are not less important.
(370 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 10
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)
During the last hundred and fifty years for the sake of running the administration, the /
English language was in use as the common vehicle for exchange of ideas between persons /
speaking the different languages of the country. English is however, understood only by a
limited / number of persons who may be called well-educated. Therefore, in a vast country
like (1) ours, where several languages, entirely different from each other, are prevalent, it is
very necessary/ that there should be one common language for the interchange of views and
for keeping / up healthy link between the people. There could be no difference of opinion in
this / matter. It is with this object that the framers of our Constitution gave the significant (2)
status of national language to Hindi. This, in no manner diminishes the importance of the /
State languages. The States are free to run their administration in the State languages and /
take all steps for their development. Besides, all the State languages have originated from
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Sanskrit / and thus they are closely related to Hindi as well. Therefore, the improvement of
one (3) language is always supplementary to the development of the other. In a country in
which / more languages are spoken, it is but natural and usual to have onecommon language /
for conducting the business of the State. No multi-lingual country can make adequate
progress / without having a common language.

Therefore it is very necessary for the

countryas well, (4) to have a common language.
(245 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 11
(SPEED 60 w.p.m.)

We are taking the liberty of asking you to address our graduates on
Monday, 29th / January. Our Principal and teachers, as well as the graduates,
would be proud to have/ you deliver an address. We know that what you would
tell us as the principal/ speaker on our program would be remembered by all our
graduates for many years to (1) come. We know that you have many calls to
speak, and that your time is / exceedingly valuable, but we feel that you will be
glad to talk to us if / you possibly can. We trust that you will be able to accept
our request.
Because / of the rapidly increasing cost of copper and steel, we are
obliged to increase the (2) prices of many of the articles included in our
catalogue. We extremely regret the necessity / of passing on the higher charges
to our customers, but at the present time this / is the only possible course we can
follow. You will be notified when better terms / are available on our supplies,
and we are thus enabled to reduce the prices. (3)
(180words)
DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 12
(SPEED 80 w.p.m.)
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I am happy to be here today to inaugurate the Conference of Power Ministers of the
States. This Conference assumes / importance in view of the fact that power shall play a
defining role in India’s socio-economic development in the / twenty first century. Our
expanding industrial base, increasing agricultural demand and galloping domestic
requirement necessitate rapid enhancement of India’s total / power generation capacity.
More importantly, we should bear in mind that power and energy production as well as
management is (1) crucial to our national security concerns. A country that is self-sufficient
in power and is not burdened by energy / shortages is a secure country.

If we look back at the performance of the power section in the past fifty / years, we
will find that the growth of this sector has been impressive. From a little over thousand Mega
Watts,/ our total production today has gone up to around hundred thousand Mega Watts.
This is no small achievement. However, despite (2) this impressive growth, we continue to
face power shortage. In the Eighth Plan period, we could achieve only a little / above half the
target we had set ourselves. In the Ninth Plan period, we are likely to add roughly two-thirds
/ of the additional capacity we have targeted.

The poor financial health of our State

Electricity Boards which do not haveadequate / private sector investment in the power sector,
are largely responsible for this inability to meet targets. In order to meet (3) the requirements
of the opening decades of the new century, we have to add more than a lakh Mega Watts /
during the Tenth and Eleventh Plans. To achieve this target, we would need around Rupees
one lakh crores, but the / resources that are likely to be available would be about only a one
third of that amount.

Our Government /has listed the restructuring and reforming of the power sector as a
priority initiative. We have already taken several measures (4) in this regard. We have been
emphasizing on the development of hydelpower, especially by developing projects in the
North-East / that have immense potential. We are also committed to strengthening the
National Power Grid and delinking transmission and distribution / from generation so that we
can ensure both reliability and quality of power to customers. We need to take a / hard look
at the financial health of our Electricity Boards. Of the twenty State Electricity Boards,
eighteen have a negative rate of return. (5)
(400 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 13
(SPEED 80 w.p.m.)
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I am very glad that we are all meeting here on this happy occasion, and I am also glad
that / I am asked to address you. Now that you are all conferred with degrees, I wish you
success in your / life. At present there is a general complaint that the universities are failing
to produce able young men and women / who can serve the country without self-interest. I
have been a teacher for over forty years of my life. (1) Being acquainted fully with the
functioning of universities, I would like to explain clearly the real factors that are
responsible./

University is essentially a corporation of teachers and students. The relations between
the two have been of a scared character. / The kind of education that we provide to our youth
is determined mostly by the kind of men and women / we secure as teachers. At present the
condition of teachers is deplorable. The university teacher should be so paid as (2) to enable
him to live in comfort, if he is to devote himself to learning, teaching and research. As they /
are low paid, best intellectuals are seeking attractive jobs elsewhere and they are not willing
to work as teachers in / universities. Every attempt should be made to draw a good number
of able persons into the teaching profession. I hope / the university service will become as
attractive as the All India Services, for that is the only way to recruit (3) and train some of the
ablest persons for the universities.
It is also necessary to select such of the persons / as teachers who have love for the
subject they have to handle. Securing of a few able teachers is not / sufficient. Their number
must be proportionate to the number of students. The accommodation in the colleges is
insufficient. A class / room which can normally accommodate thirty students have now to
accommodate five times the normal number of students. It is (4) no doubt true that such
over-crowding is not conducive to the students to get adequate tuition and moral guidance. /
Some of the educational institutions have become commercialised and adopt the shift system
as in factories. These circumstances do not /allow students to express themselves i.e. to take
part in games etc. and to have real contact with the teachers, / which is much better than a
long course of study. It is therefore necessary that our colleges should haverestrictive (5)
admissions, have adequate staff, and there is living communication across the table with a
wise teacher.
(416 words)
DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 14
(SPEED 80 w.p.m.)
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Mr. Speaker Sir, you have referred to a number of problems in your letter. You have
praised some activities of/ the Government criticised others and offered advice so that we
may function better than we have so far done. We / welcome your advice and the advice of
others given with good intentions and with a view to improving conditions in / the country.
Anything that you suggest or your organization suggests will, undoubtedly receive our most
earliest attention. I am sure (1) that you do not expect me to deal with the various matters
you have discussed. Perhaps, it would be more / suitable to the occasion if I speak to you
about certain matters of basic importance; for we have to be clear / in our minds about our
basic social objectives.
You will permit me to say something which I probably ought not / to and that is to
confess that, during the last few years, we have not been very clear as to (2) the direction in
which we are going. In the immediate present, we might realise the importance of particular
steps / in the broader aspects of policy. Nevertheless, there is a big gulf between the
immediate present and future about/ which in these changing circumstances, there is agreater
deal of difference of opinion in the country among those who / have given thought to it.
The fact is that vast, new social forces are at work all over the world, (3) as a result of
various developments but mainly because of tremendous technological and political changes.
In India and Asia/ number of people have become politically conscious and refuse to submit
as they did in the past. Tremendoussocial / conflicts are taking place and they sometimes
lack the international conflicts. The great nations of the world are following economic /
policies that differ widely from one another. We may have a certain theoretical approach to
problems but that does little (4) well unless it is related to the practical aspects of reality. Our
approach must be fashioned by a study of / existing conditions and our objectives, so that we
can apply the idealistic approach with a practical consideration of the problems/ prevailing in
the country at a particular time. You will permit me to say that it is possible that our /
approach is a very limited one and has emerged from something static that belongs to (5) our
past.
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(402 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 15
(SPPED 80 W.P.M.)

Madam, I would like to touch upon some of the important issues that have arisen in
relation to the pattern / and structure of the Plan. One important issue is whether we are
doing enough for agriculture as compared to the/ other sectors, whether we are concentrating
too much on heavy industry and not doing enough for consumer goods. Again, it/ is very
often criticised that we are not doing enough for social services particularly in regard to
education.

No doubt, (1) there is a very considerable increase of expenditure under

education. But I must admit that we are not in a / position to meet all the needs that emerge
before us. The reasons are obvious. In the matter of provision of / ancillary and basic
facilities, such as power, transport, etc., there is hardly a difference of opinion. They have to
be / adequate in order to meet the increasing requirements of production and distribution. So
far as we have been able to (2) judge, adequate arrangements have been made for those
purposes. But there are still certain other questions in that connection to / which there do not
seem to be any satisfactory answer at the moment. For example, road development has not
received/ adequate attention, and for Ship Building we have not been able to make sufficient
provision. There are some of the / lacunae but broadly speaking we have tried to meet the
pressing needs of the economy as best as possible.
Madam, (3) there is a controversial question relating to the pattern of the Plan that is
the respective shares of the private / sector and the public sector in the overall Plan Outlay.
This depends on the capacity of the two sectors in / relation to the objectives of the Plan and I
believe if a fair balance has been struck in this matter. We / have also to take into account the
consumption requirements and the need for exports. We have also to ensure whether (4)
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various targets laid down provide adequately for exports in the case of certain items in order
that we may not/ expose ourselves to serious difficulties regarding balance of payments. All
these activities, more on agriculture, more on industries and other / things, add up to a big
total in terms of both money and effort. This means a corresponding increase in / the size of
the Plan. It should not also be forgotten that the investment in the Third Plan will be
(5)partially as much as the total of investments during the First and Second Plans put
together.
(416 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 16
(SPPED 80 W.P.M.)

Mr. Chairman Sir, I would like to request the members present here in this House that
agriculture should be treated / as an industry and it should be brought to the level of industry,
because no industry in this country has / matched agriculture. But we could not do economic
justice till today to agriculture. In spite of the fact that our / agriculturist is so much tolerant;
he never complains; he has always supported us; he has always supported the national cause,
(1) he has already supported the high principles of our great leaders. But now time has come,
as modernisation of other / industries in the country is taking place, electronic industry is
coming up and we are manufacturing very sophisticated machinery in / the field of industry,
in the same way we must make agriculture also

the most sophisticated and scientific

industry. If / we can take proper care of agriculture during the coming five or ten years, its
production can easily be increased. (2) Sir, if we are producing less food grain, it is because
of the wrong policies adopted by us.

By adopting / effective policies in the field of

agriculture, the agricultural production can be doubled. If proper irrigation facilities are
provided to / the farmers, if technology is modernised and if the farmers are provided with
good quality seeds, our production will be / increased and there will be no shortage of food
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grains. Time has come when we must tackle the available resources, (3) we must promote
these resources for our agriculture, to the maximum possible extent.
Sir, sugar factories must be licensed and / we should have the benefit of the various
by-products that go side by side with sugar production.

That is / one reason that we are

considering to give licenses to sugar factories so that with the manufacture of sugar, these /
factories could as well produce the other by-products. I have seen in the foreign countries
that along with sugar, (4) the sugar factories are also producing other by-products like
alcohol, wax and other chemicals. They manufacture paper also along / with the sugar. So
unless we are convinced that with the installation of one sugar factory, there will be so /
many other by-products that will be produced, we should not allow a sugar factory to run.
These sugar factories must / produce other items side by side and then only a sugar factory
can become economic and our farmers would be interested (5) in starting sugar factories.
(405 words)
DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 17
(SPPED 100 w.p.m.)

Mr. Speaker, Sir, I would like to express my thoughts about Science and Technology.
I would like to set a new goal on Science and /Technology community, indeed before the
general academic community. The goal that we all should work towards is to dramatically
increase the number of highly trained / professionals not only in Science and Technology, but
also in Medicine, Law, Management, Accountancy, and other areas. It is said that the present
shortage of / talented and well-educated professionals in the global market will grow more
acute in the coming years. Given the high quality of India’s professional resources (1) and
the comparative advantage that we enjoy in making them available at relatively lower posts,
India could become a major exporter of professional services. With / the proliferation of
Information Technology of high speed internet connectivity, these services can also be
provided remotely. Such high Information Technology services from India are / estimated to
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create, in the coming years,millions of new jobs can be created. Therefore, we should take up
massive and diversified expansion of India’s / professional resource base as a national
mission. Needless to say this will require a determined effort by all concerned to achieve
both larger capacities and (2) higher standards. This brings need to our shared concern about
the quality of science education today. The present practice of stereo-type teaching and
learning, / with almost the sole objective of securing high marks in written examination, is
doing no good to the development of the Indian mind. The challenges / of modern life
demand problem-solving capabilities, which puts a premium on independence thinking,
questioning, self-study and practical activity, all of which are largely / ignored in our school
and college education.
The Government alone cannot do much to change this. The community of academics
and researchers should take the (3) lead in changing the way science is taught and learnt in
our country.

All of you can, individually in your own small ways, and perhaps /

organizationally as research institutes, develop little centres of excellence in schools and
colleges in your locality. I would like to see the scientists going to / their neighbourhood
schools and colleges to teach, guide and inspire our youth who are thirsty for knowledge. We
should also allow flexibilities to research institutions / and industrial organizations to adopt
schools and colleges in their neighbourhood. It is these small beginnings which can lead to
great things. I also believe (4) that corporate sector has not contributed enough to science
education.
I would like to see our business houses more proactively and professionally involve in
helping / to bring in excellence in science and all other streams of higher education. I would
like a strong public private partnership to develop with a / priority on improving existing
Government institutions with corporate and generous funding. All of us know that creation
of scientific and technological knowledge and the development / of its practical applications,
is highly capital intensive. Not only does it involve significant investment in infrastructure,
but also a long term effort to build (5) and retain top class brainpower.
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(505 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 18
(SPPED 100 w.p.m.)
Mr. Speaker Sir, I am very sorry to say that the Government is making a mockery of
this Hon. House. How many times can an/ Ordinance be re-promulgated? If Government
wanted this Bill to be passed last time, they could have extended the session for a few more
days / and could have very well passed the Bill. After the House adjourned, again an
Ordinance was promulgatedby including some new Clauses. I can very / well understand the
Hon. Minister’s anxiety to encourage the corporate houses and monopoly houses by buying
and selling shares. The Hon. Minister has said about (1) that. But what necessitated the
promulgation of the Ordinance?

The corporate sector is going through difficult times. The capital market requires
immediate morale boosting efforts / on the part of the Government to promote investors’
confidence in the capital market. The economy also needs certain impetus for promoting
inter-corporate investments / considering slow flow of funds in new investments. Is it an
urgent cause for the promulgation of an Ordinance? Bypassing the right of Parliament to /
discuss thread ware the Clauses, it has been promulgated. The House was adjourned and then
new Clauses had been incorporated in the Bill.

Again, it (2) was promulgated as an

Ordinance. So, the Bill now has been imposed on us.
What is happening in the share market by the selling and / buying efforts in our
country? Even the Hon. Prime Minister could not get the details as to how many fake
companies have looted the masses / and looted the investors? Today’s newspapers say that
more than four hundred fake companies totally faked the securities and they are nowhere to
be traced. / How many fake companies are coming up, looting the masses and looting the
share markets? Thousands of crores of rupees of the masses have been (3) looted. Even in
the case of the Unit Trust of India, where has the fund gone? Hon. Minister please excuse me
for telling this. Unreliable / monopoly houses have looted the Unit Trust of India fund. Why
all these things are happening today? Crores of common people invested in the Unit / Trust
of India and the fund was utilized by the monopoly houses challenging all the established
rules. Where was the Reserve Bank of India? Where / was the Government of India?
Thousands of crores of rupees of the common investors are looted by so many companies
everyday.
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Mr. Minister, could (4) you reveal how many companies have gone underground after
faking the securities? I can understand your anxiety is that crores of people are looted every /
day by these fake companies. The Government is doing nothing on that point. So, when we
think of the Companies Act, and its various Clauses, / can you enforce them on us by an
Ordinance? Now, the Government come and say that it has already been implemented and
we should pass / it. It is an embarrassing position for us. Proclaiming Ordinance is repeated
not once but several times. Chairman, Sir,the first Ordinance came in October. (5)

(500 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 19
(SPPED 100 wpm)

I am very thankful to the students for the address which they have presented to me
this evening. I have spent a great part of / my active life in the midst of students and there
can be no greater joy than to be in the midst of students again, to / be in touch with their
glowing enthusiasm and with their happy and hopeful natures. I assure you that no welcome
that has been accorded to / me in this city is more gratifying to me than the welcome from the
students. I wish my task was over with this brief acknowledgement (1) of your kindness, but
I fear that you expect me to give you some advice, advice which it is so easy to give but
which / it is not always easy to act upon. However, since you have been so good as to present
this address to me, I must, on / my part, discharge such responsibility as rest on me on this
occasion. I believe that the subject of the duties and responsibilities of students is / one of the
most well- known subjects on which anybody could be called upon to speak. On numerous
occasions not only here but throughout the (2) country, this subject, in particular has been
handled exhaustively by men much greater than myself. It is not therefore possible for me on
this occasion / to say anything new or anything that may be particularly useful to you. But I
venture to make a few observations on some of the / practical aspects of the student’s life. It
is often said that the days of student life were in some respects the happiest days of one’s /
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life. I confess that I was not in those days quite able to understand where the happiness lay.
However, since I began what may be (3) called my later life and saw most of the world
outside, I begin to understand and now I understand more and more everyday for / the deep
significance and the meaning of that observation. There is no doubt whatever in my mind
that if I could now go back once / again to the days of studenthood, I would do so at once
with pleasure. The life of student comparatively speakingis a sheltered life. / There are, of
course,certain responsibilities which you cannot get rid of but you occupy a position of
vantage in regard to the performance of (4) these responsibilities. The responsibilities are
definite and they are assigned to you by those who are willing to take care of you and there is
/ no need to be constantly exercising your own judgement. You know that in later life the
position is reversed. Instead of others helping you, you / have in the first place to help
yourself. Often you have to help others and thus have the worry and anxiety of watching the
eternal / conflict, the awareness of the little done and the vast undone. All these hang on you
as you grow in life and you realise more (5) and more in meaning and significance of the
observation that the happiest days of your life, are the days of your student hood.

(523 words)

DICTATION PASSAGE NO. 20
(SPPED 100 w.p.m.)

In my view the objectives of education are three, two of them relate to the life of the
individual and the third is concerned with / the collective life. Its first objective is to enhance
the power and capacity of reason of the individual given to him by nature. The reason / is a
gift made by nature to man at the time of his birth. But in its original form, its capacity and
power are extremely / limited. The education makes his reason as powerful and capable as to
understand the nature of his own personality and that of the world around (1) him and while
living in it to direct his life in the right channel.
The second objective of education is to train the senses of / every individual human
being as to enable him to employ them for satisfying all his physical and other needs. While
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knowledge is essential for /a proper employment of these organs, their practical training is
also necessary for the same purpose.
The third purpose of education is to train the / individual to enable him to live and
work with his fellow beings. Whether a person likes it or not, he has to live in the (2) society.
Collective life is inevitable and it is also necessary that every individual should be fully
conversant with the art of collective living.
In the / past there was no necessity for an effort to achieve these three objectives or to
maintain a balance of them. But today it has become / necessary to realise these objectives in
one’s life. In the past people have been feeling in all parts of the world, the urgent necessity
for / a fundamental change in the existing educational system. In our country there has been
no change in the sphere of education. People here have no (3) doubt been thinking about this
problem but I am afraid that so far there has been no outward effect worth mentioning of such
thinking. It / is true that our educational institutions are fulfilling the first objective of
education, but they are doing almost nothing to realise the other two objectives / of education.
We have hardly any educational institutions where an effort is sincerely made to make the
individual efficient in manual work to enable him / to earn by his own labour sufficient
wealth to meet all his needs. The result is that even those of our graduates who are quite (4)
good at talking are now finding difficulty in making place in life and often have to drink the
bitter cup of failure. We are in / need of a larger number of skilled workers.

We have to

work right from now to realise these three objectives and so we need today / hundreds of
thousands of skilled technicians. It is my sincere view that our educational institutions
should now start laying more emphasis on technical skill. If / this is done much of the
imbalance in educational system would disappear.

There should be arrangements in

universities for every kind of research and particularly (5) there should be arrangements for
that type of research which is related to problems of the region in which that university is
situated.
(523 words)
**************
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UNIT 7
BUSINESS LETTERS AND THEIR TRANSCRIPTION
7.1

INTRODUCTION

One of the important jobs of Shorthand Writers (working as Stenographers, Personal
Assistants, Senior Personal Assistants and Private Secretaries etc.) is to take down dictation
of letters and typewrite the same with proper display. It is hoped that you have opted for this
job-oriented paper for getting job of the above mentioned posts.

You should therefore be

equipped with the technique of taking down dictation of letters and typewriting the same with
proper display on Computer. The rules of display of typewriting letters have been taught to
you in the Typography and Computer Applications Paper. How to take down dictation has
also been taught to you in Class XI under the Unit ‘Techniques of Note-Taking and
Transcription’. You are now capable of taking down dictation of Business Letters and their
transcription. Some letters have been given in this Unit as specimen. You will be dictated
these letters and you will have to transcribe the same with proper display on your Computers.
In addition to this Book, a list of Books and Shorthand Magazines has been given at the end
of this Book. You may refer to these Books and Magazines for enhancing your knowledge in
taking dictation of letters and their transcription with proper display.

7.2 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
After going through this Unit, you will be able to:
-

Know how the Business Letters are to be typed on the Computer;

-

Distinguish between Indented and Block Styles of Letters

-

Take down dictation of Business Letters and transcribe the same in different styles
i.e. Indented, Block & Semi-Block Styles;

-

Acquire the knowledge of typewriting the business letters with proper display
from shorthand notes;
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-

Undertake repeated practice of typewriting business letters from shorthand notes.

7.3 BUSINESS LETTERS
Letters written by the Business Houses to the Government Departments on various subjects
such as requesting for licenses, making representations, making complaints, letters written to
their customers for making enquiries, execution of orders, reminders for payment, sending
circular letters, tenders and quotations, appointment& termination letters, etc.are called
Business Letters.

STYLES OF BUSINESS LETTERS
The layout of business letters is a matter of individual preference of the firm concerned. Yet,
some common styles have been standardized over the years which are now adopted by the
business houses. The common styles of typewriting business letters are:
a) Indented Style
b) Block Style
c) Semi-Block Style
The above styles have been discussed below in brief:

a) Indented Style
The word ‘Indented’ generally refers to beginning the first line away from the left set margin
i.e. to leave 5 or 7 spaces in the first line of each paragraph in the body of the letter.

b) Block/Fully-Blocked Style
The word ‘Block’ generally refers to starting all the lines (including the first line) of each
paragraph from the left set margin in the body of the letter. Most of the parts in this style are
typed in the same way as in Indented Style. This style is also known as Fully-Blocked Style
or American Style of Typewriting the letters There is difference in the placement of a few
parts of the letter at different places, which has been shown in the specimen letter given in the
following pages.

c) Semi-Block Style
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The style of typewriting the business letter in Semi-Block Style is a combination of both the
Indented and the Block Styles. There is only one difference between the Indented and the
Semi-Block Styles. In Semi-Block Style, there is no indentation in the first line of each
paragraph in the body of the letter. The body of the letter in both the Block and Semi-Block
Styles of letters is typed without leaving any space in the first lines of all the paragraphs. All
the lines in the body of the letter (including the first line) are typed from the left set margin.
All the parts of the letter are typed more or less in the same way as in the Indented Style.

The other details about the different styles of typewriting business letters such as the parts of
business letter, placing of various parts at respective places in the concerned style and
spacing etc. in all the three styles have already been taught to you in Class XI in the
Typography and Computer Applications Unit.

Dictation of Business Letters
The names and addresses in the Business Lettersare dictated at a low speed so that these can
be written in long hand. The contents in the body of the letters are dictated at the prescribed
speed i.e. at the speed of 60 words per minute or at the speed of 80 words per minute. Hence
the time of dictation should be counted from there only. The contents in the body of the letter
are marked with slashes and the number of minutes in which the whole letter is to be dictated,
as has been shown in the Activity Exercises given at the end of this Unit.

Specimens of Business Letters in different styles
In order to make you understand and remind how the business letters are typed in different
styles, specimens of all the three styles are given below:

SPECIMEN OF BUSINESS LETTER IN INDENTED STYLE
NARENDER GUPTA STEEL WORKS
123-A, DeshBandhu Gupta Road
Karol Bagh
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New Delhi-110005
10thJuly,….

M/S.Khanna Brothers
C-25, Bunglow Road
Hyderabad
Andhra Pradesh
Dear Sirs,
We have received your letter regarding your complaint of late delivery of the steel
items ordered by your company. We quite agree that your order was placed with us well in
advance. We are also aware that in spite of this the goods were not delivered to you in time.
Let us assure you that there was no carelessness on our part. As soon as we received your
above mentioned letter, we enquired into this delay. We find however that this delay was
beyond the control of our company. We understand from our manufacturing Unit that we did
not receive steel of the desired quality in sufficient amount to meet your requirements which
has resulted in late delivery of your goods.
We wish to inform you that the conditions have changed considerably during the last
few months. We would therefore suggest that you send one of your responsible officers to
our office so that we could tell him just what difficulties exist and we could therefore find the
best way to overcome such difficulties. We are sure you would find this the most satisfactory
course in the long run and would help both parties.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
forNarender Gupta Steel Works

(R.K. Singh)
Sales Manager

SPECIMEN OF BUSINESS LETTER IN BLOCK STYLE

ANURADHA ENTERPRISES
12-A Raj Nagar
Srinagar
Jammu & Kashmir
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10thMarch,….

M/S. Adnan and Brothers
C-43, Shastri Market
Amritsar
Punjab
Dear Sirs,
We are in receipt of your letter of 8th February with regard to your complaint about the
execution of your order. It is indeed a matter of regret to us that our negligence has given
you reason to complain. From what you have seen of us in the course of our long standing
business relations, you must have been convinced that we are ever mindful of the interests of
our valued customers. It is our duty, therefore, to clear up the charge of negligence rightly
brought against us by you to remove the blot on the fair name of our company.
Our Business Manager, who is the sole charge of the Order Department, has been absent for
some time due to illness. During his absence the work of this department has been entrusted
to a new hand. As this is a busy season, it is quite likely that some mistake might have
occurred due to oversight. But we assure you that the negligence complained of was not
deliberate. It was purely accidental owing to circumstances over which we had no control.
We would now request you to be good enough to send back the unapproved goods debiting
the cost of carriage to our account. If you would also give us a list of the items which
suffered breakage, we would be glad to replace the articles at our cost.
Thanking you and hoping to hear from you in this regard, we remain,

Yours faithfully,
forAnuradha Enterprises

(Simran Seth)
Chief Manager

SPECIMEN OF BUSINESS LETTER IN SEMI-BLOCK STYLE

CHANDAN FURNITURE COMPANY
C-45, Lower Ground Floor
M.G. Road
Jaipur
Rajasthan-302001
8thAugust,….
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M/S. Nirmal Singh and Sons
A-29/23 W.Z. Area
Karol Bagh
New Delhi-110005
Dear Sirs,
Thank you very much for your letter of 2nd August placing order for the supply of wooden
boxes. We are extremely happy to receive your esteemed order for the manufacture of
wooden boxes for keeping important documents and confidential files.
We are enclosing herewith a printed pamphlet showing the various types of wooden boxes
manufactured by us and the time within which they will be supplied. From the pamphlet you
will find that the Box at Serial Number 6 is nearer to the measurement indicated by you in
your order. This box is ideally suitable for the purpose you have in view. Of course, minor
alterations or additions can be made if you so desire at an additional cost, to serve any special
use. On receipt of your confirmation, we will immediately start the work and make every
effort to supply you the boxes within the stipulated time. The boxes will be painted white
outside and red inside with proper locking arrangement. The prices of the boxes are shown in
the pamphlet itself. Local taxes will be extra. If you so desire we can send you a sample of
the box mentioned above.
Thanking you and hoping to hear from you soon in this regard, we remain,
Yours faithfully,
forChandan Furniture Company

(Raj Singh Sharma)
Manager

Encls: as above

7.4 REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Define Business Letters.
2. Distinguish between Indented Style and Block Style of typewriting letters.
3. What is the difference between Indented and Semi-Block style of letters?
4. Where the ‘date’ is typed in the Block Style of letter?
5. Distinguish between Block and Semi-Block Style of letters.

7.5 ACTIVITY EXERCISES
EXEERCISE NO. 1
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)
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SINGHANIA PAPER COMPANY
A 36, Chawari Bazar
Delhi-110006
9thOctober, ….

M/S. Meenakshi Stationers
K-34 Kamla Nagar
Delhi-110007
Dear Sirs,
This has reference to your letter of 7th September informing us of the inconvenience
which / has arisen in the delay for the delivery of your order for Paper Packing Boxes. / We
are extremely sorry to hear this, and beg tooffer an explanation with a /view to showing you
that we are not entirely responsible for the delay in the(1)supply of Packing Paper ordered by
you.
This is to inform you that we have /been out of stock ofthe particular kind of paper we
use in the manufacture /of the goods ordered by you, owing to a fire which occurred three
months ago/ at our factory, where this paper is made. We anticipated a fresh supply before
this,(2) and have been expecting its arrival daily.

However, we have just received a

communication from /the Store Keeper of the branch informing us that they will be unable to
run/ the machine again for at least another fifteen days, as the time taken to repair/ them has
been longer than they estimated at the time of the fire. This of (3) course, places us in a very
awkward position as regards the execution of your order,/ and to avoid further delay it is
suggested that you may use boxes made with/ another and finest quality of paper. For your
information andrecord we are sending a / specimen of the box which we propose to supply to
you. You are requested to (4)check the box and if found suitable, please let us know so that
we can / supply the boxes which areeasily available with us without any delay.

Yours faithfully,
forSinghania Paper Company

(Ram Singh Malhotra)
Manager

Encls: as above
(267 words)
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EXEERCISE NO. 2
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)

SUGANDHA PUBLICATIONS
4/16 West Inderpuri
New Delhi-110005
13th April

The In-Charge
Department of Higher Studies
K.P. Institute of Life Learning
Gupta Market
New Delhi-110001
DearSir,
Please refer to your letter of 19th March in connection with the supply of Social /
Science Books of various authors. In this connection it is informed that some of the / books
given in your list are not available and are likely to be in the / stock within a period of one
month. In case you are in a position to (1) wait for one month for these books, kindly let us
know.
In the meantime we / have sent the books whichare in the stock through National
Courier Company, which will / be delivered to you within a period of ten days. Our Bill
amounting to Rs. 30,000.00 / has also been sent along with the books. You are requested to
kindly inspect (2) the books immediately on receipt of the same from the above mentioned
courier and make/ the payment of the above bill within one month of the receipt of the books.
/ We will make efforts to supply the rest of thebooks at an early date./
Thanking you and hoping to have our payment at an early date, we remain, (3)
Yours faithfully,
forSugandha Publications

(InderMalhotra)
Manager
(180 words)
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EXEERCISE NO. 3
(SPPED 60 wpm)
KEWAL NANDAN SINGHAL AND SONS
B-21 Clibe Square Road
Gurdaspur
Punjab
9thJune,….

M/S. P.K. Enterprises
1234, Gupta Colony
Haridwar
Uttrakhand
Dear Sirs,
We have recently received a number of enquiries from dealers in the northern India
about / the products manufactured by ourcompany. There is a great demand for our products
in /North Indian States. This leads us to believe there is a promising market waiting to/ be
developed in that part of the country. Sales of our goods in other parts (1)of the countryhave
greatly exceeded our expectations but the absence of an agency in /North India has meant
poorsales in that region of the country.
On the basis /of your experience in this line, we believe that an active agent would
have little /difficulty in expanding sales of goods. We have come to know that you have
good (2)connections in this area. We would like to appoint you as our selling agents in / the
Northern India. In caseyou are interested in the same, you are requested to /get back to us
immediately on receipt of this letterand we will send you / the other details about our
Company.
Thanking youand hoping to hear from you in (3)this regard at an early date, we
remain,

Yours faithfully,
forKewalNandanSinghal and Sons
(Pritam Singh Chauhan)
Sales Manager
(188 words)
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EXEERCISE NO. 4
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)

RADHEY SHYAM KHANNA AND SONS
K-45 Chakrata Road
Dehradun
Uttrakhand
30th April,
M/S. Chandan Singh and Sons
121, G.T. Road
Jalandhar
Punjab
Dear Sirs,
This has reference to your letter of 6th April in connection with the supply of /
furniture items on rate contractbasis. This matter has also been discussed on phone by /our
Sales Manager on 10th April wherein all the termsand conditions to supply the /furniture
items were finalized. In this connection we would like to bring to your notice(1) that the
prices of raw-material have increased enormously during the last two-three months. / The
order for the aboveitems was placed in November last year when the prices / of the rawmaterial used in the manufacture of thefurniture items ordered were not / as high as on date.
The rates quoted by us are on the lower side. (2)

It is informed that in view of the increase in the prices of raw-material / used in
themanufacture offurniture;it will not be possible for us to supply / the furniture on the prices
quoted by us in Novemberlast year. We will be / able to supply the furniture items in case
you agree to increase the prices by (3) 25% on the prices already quoted by us.

Yours faithfully,
forRadheyShyamKhanna and Sons

(SeemaSridharan)
Sales Manager
(188 words)
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NOTE
You have now come to know about the placing of various parts in the letters in different
styles and are able to typewrite the Business Letters as per the rules of display taught to you
in Class XI. In the following exercises only the body of the letter has been given. The rest of
the parts of the letters are to be typed as per the directions given to you.

EXERCISE NO. 5
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)

Dear Sirs,
We are in receipt of your enquiry of 10th June and have pleasure to inform / you that
we are nowin a position to offer you the machinery required by /you by the middle of next
month. As you areaware, we have not been/ able to cope with the heavy demand for these
machines. Unless we receive a confirmed (1)order with 20 per cent of the cost in advance, it
will be difficult for / us to reserve your requirements.

We are enclosing herewith our price-list and a pamphlet/ explaining the technical
details of the machines.

You will noticefrom our price-list, compared / to other

manufacturers, we have fixed moderate prices for almost all types of machines offered (2)by
us.

We are advising our local representative there to contact you at his earliest /
convenience and explain to youthe salient features of our machines, and we feel sure/ that
you will be fully satisfied with the machines. Ourterms will include 20 per / cent of the cost
with order and the balance on delivery. We allow a (3) liberal discount on all orders received
with cash.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

(188 words)

EXERCISE NO. 6
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)
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Dear Sirs,
This is to bring to your notice that our Office is insured for Rupees ten/ lakhs vide
Policy No.187263534. We have made the payment of all the premiums till/ date.
We are sorry to inform you that our buildingcaught fire last week. Fire /Fighting
Department was informed telephonically immediately we came to know about the fire. Local
Police (1) Station was also informed in writing about the fire in our building.
Our whole office/ has been damaged. All the items kept in the office have also been
destroyed by /the fire. You are requested to kindly depute your Surveyorto assess the loss
caused/ by the fire. We are enclosing the copy of Policy for your information. We shall(2)
be thankful if you kindly take immediate steps for giving us the compensation as per/ the
terms and conditions laid down in the Policy. Since there is lot of loss / to our business, it is
requested that an amount ofRs. 2 lakhs may / be sanctioned to us in advance and the same
may be adjusted at the time (3) of finalization of our claims.
Thanking you,Yours faithfully,
(185 words)

EXERCISE NO. 7
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)
Dear Sirs,
We are extremely sorry that your February balance of Rs. 34000.00 with us has not /
been cleared by us tillnow. We never wanted to keep your account open so / long, nor did we
purposely avoid acknowledging your reminders. You will agree that our past / record of
remittance do not call for any censure.
However, the present invoice remained unpaidon (1) account of an unforeseen
difficulty in our counter sales. For a few days we just /could not realise whythere was such
an unexpected decline. Just recently we have noticed / that a couple of our competitors who
are new entrantsin the list had been / following the policy of price-cutting.

We have already made necessary arrangements to counter the (2) effect and are
recovering this temporary blow. We, therefore, ask you to do us a / favour. Will you kindly
accept the enclosed thirty days Promissory Note from us for the / above balance? We are
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sure by then our sales shallcatch us with the regular / figures and we shall be sending you our
cheque on account.
Thanking you and hoping (3) to have cordial business relations, we remain,
Yours faithfully,
(187 words)

EXERCISE NO. 8
(SPPED 60 w.p.m.)
Dear Sirs,
This has reference to our three reminders in connection with the outstanding amount
ofRs. 56,000.00./We feel sorry inpointing out that you have neither responded to our earlier /
letters nor cleared our payment. We have sent the statementof accounts along with our/
previous letters but all our efforts have failed to have our payment.
In view of (1)the above, we are constraint to inform you that you have this last
opportunity to/ set right your account by paying in full our balance amount mentioned above
or at / least in part with a definite promise of paying the balance within a specified period./
Your account has been kept open for quite a long period in order to help(2)you arrange for
settlement.

But it does not imply that accounts can be kept unsettled /even three months

after the expiry of the agreed term.
We would still keep your/ account open but only on settlement of the above balance
within fifteen days. So the / ball is in your court.We are sure you will avoid the unpleasant
consequencesof (3) our resorting to other measures.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
(185 words)

EXERCISE NO. 9
(SPPED 80 w.p.m.)

Dear Sirs,
Supposing one of your customers owes Rupees five lakhs and has not paid anything
for the last three months, what / would you think of him? What would you do?Perhaps you
allowed such an unusually long time to get your / payment because you thought that your
customer was in financial difficulties and it would be worth keeping his business.
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Because / of the financial difficulties to your customer, you made an appeal to his
self-interest in paying his overdue balance. (1) We are sure you felt that he would, as a
sincere and creditworthy businessman respond to your appeal. In / thisposition, would you
not respond?That is where exactly our relations stand now. None of our reminders has met /
with your attention and response. We cannot wait for our payment indefinitely like this.

We are sure you realize the / importance of meeting punctually the obligations as they
fall due. Otherwise, business would come to a standstill and everybody would (2) suffer.
We believe you dislike the process of law as much as we do. But you will leave us with / no
alternative if you do not act promptly to avail yourself of this opportunity to save your credit.
Will you / please cooperate with us by putting your cheque in the next post?In case we do not
hear from you / in this regard, we would be compelled to take legal action against you, which
would be the last resort to (3) get our payment.
Thanking you,Yours faithfully,
(243 words)

EXERCISE NO. 10
(SPPED 80 w.p.m.)

Dear Sirs,
Reference may please be made to our earlier letters of even number dated 18th
October and 15th November about our / pending payment of Rupees three lakhs. We have
also sent duplicate copies of our Invoice No. 234 dated 23rd August, / each time thinking that
you might have misplaced the same. However, it appears that for some genuine reasons, you
are / not able to make the payment, which is causing considerable concern to us.
Kindly let us know by return post (1) whether there has been any lapse on our part
with regard to the execution of your orders. Are you not / satisfied with our goods or after
sale service? Is there anything that we can do tohelp you? In case / there is any problem in
settling the accounts, we can talk it over so that you feel comfortable with us. /We have
longstanding business relations with your company and have never come across such a
situation. Please feel free to (2) tell us your problem in this regard.
In case you need any financial assistance from us, please let us know / so that we are
in a position to help you run your business satisfactorily. We hope this is a short / term
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problem and you would come over the same in near future. As an interim assistance, we are
enclosing herewith / a cheque for Rupees five lakhs which may be treated as a loan till your
financial position improves. We will (3) not charge any interest on this amount for six
months.
Thanking you, Yours faithfully,
(252 words)

Disclaimer
The names, addresses and contents given in the Activity Exercises are imaginary and have
been given in this Book only for illustrative purposes.

**************
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